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Master Manderdorke – Props List and Stage Guide
Hello! This small booklet you are reading is the props list and stage 

guide for my play. This guide contains necessary information such as props 
and stage instructions. It is highly recommended that this be read before 
play  rehearsal  begins.  Although  no  specific  dates  are  mentioned  in  the 
script the setting is modeled in a Victorian era style. This should be noted 
when selecting props for use in the performance. 

Please keep in mind that the information contained in the guide can 
be either strictly followed or used as a general guideline for planning the 
play and stage layout. Certain parts may have to be altered by your director 
to suit individual cast and stage circumstances.  Because it is impossible to 
perform  the  play  precisely  as  I  first  imagined  while  writing  each 
performance will have different interpretations and personalities. It may be 
possible  in  some  creative  performances  to  replace  the  characters’  first 
names by names of the cast’s choosing!* The only purpose of the guide is -as 
stated earlier-  to aid directors in the play’s  organization and ideal  stage 
layout. For best performance the cast and crew must follow their director’s 
decisions over the written description in my guide. Only the director knows 
for sure the best directions for your performance. Good luck to the director, 
cast, and stage crew! I hope you have as much fun performing my play as I 
did writing it.

~ DA Agelle

Act I Props and Instructions

Scene I - Priceless- Ziles’s painting materials: Easel, paint, brushes, and canvas (Of a pond)- Flowers in a garden, garden ornaments- Fancy outdoor bench- Fancy outdoor table: Drinks (Lemonade), cups, and plate of cookies- Chair for ZilesA few outdoor decorative ornaments should also be positioned in various locations.  The  garden should  be  positioned  stage  left  and  be  sizeable  enough  for  Delonia,  Vinnia, and Roac to walk inside.
Scene II – DisagreementFereton enters stage left. Bookshelves, desk with chair, tables, seating, bed, lamps,  and other furniture items should be placed in Ziles’s room. The peacock feather pen should be present on Ziles’s desk. A window may be used if available.-Ziles’s painting materials: Easel, paint, brushes, and canvas (Of a black cat seated on a sofa)

Scene III – PoisonedDA Agelle - Page   2  
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Ziles enters stage right. Ninnia enters and exits to stage left. At the end of the scene Fereton drags Ziles offstage stage right. A dining table with chairs should be placed onstage. The table should be set with dishes (Plates, glasses, silverware, napkins, etc.  Turkey, vegetables, and other various foods should be on the plates.) - A side table with a potted plant sitting on it. Ziles’s drink should be hidden behind.- A small vial for Fereton Ravington’s poison. (The poison could be anything from a red fruit punch to a green-tinted soda.)

Scene IV – LockedFereton enters stage left. The stage should be set as a bedroom containing typical bedroom furniture items. - Bookshelves (With no books)- Desk (No paper, writing utensils)- Couch/sofa for sittingLamps,  vases,  dresser/wardrobe,  and  other  furniture  items  may  be  placed throughout as long as they do not conflict with the plot.
 -| Intermission | -

Act II Props and Instructions

Scene I - The ArrivalsThe living room should be set as a typical Victorian living room. Note that Fereton Ravington’s artwork should be hanging on the walls in the place of Ziles‘s. A set of stairs will be placed towards the back of the stage. - Sofa- Coffee table- Tray of snacks- Tray of drinks- Ravingtons’ suitcases- Fereton Ravington’s painting of the night sky- A piece of wall (backdrop) with gold leaf paintingOther common furniture pieces and decorations may be used if available.
Scene II - CuriosityThe stage should be set as a typical Victorian hallway with a door and decorations varying  to  suit  the  performance/stage’s  needs.  The  only  required  props  are  as follows:- Door for Ziles’s room- Small table / seat- Ninnia’s tray of food for Ziles- Key for Ninnia Florett DA Agelle - Page   3  
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Various other decorations such as vases,  art,  lamps,  and a rug should be used if  desired.

Scene III - The Meaning of InsanityFor this scene the stage should be split into two parts. The majority should be taken up by Ziles’s room whereas a small bit should be designated as the hallway. The two parts can be separated by a door. Raised platforms may also be used to designate the boundaries between the bedroom and the hallway if the layout and size of the stage permits. Otherwise the stage should be split as described above. A door should be near the divide for the characters to enter/exit the room through. A wall or divider  could also be used for the bedroom/hallway walls. In the event that the split stage should interfere with the view from the audience the stage does not necessarily need to be split according to this guide. The director will decide the best possible layout for this scene. Ziles’s room could be in the back, for instance, with the divider dividing on one side with the door beside it. Any arrangement in which it is apparent that the hallway and Ziles’s room are two separate locations is acceptable. The same decorative props used in the Act I Scene IV “Locked” scene and the Act II Scene II “Curiosity” scene should be used for this scene as well. Props important to this scene specifically are listed below. Note that props listed earlier in this guide 
may not be re-listed for every scene they are used. (The guide will state when all props from an earlier scene will be used.) As always any new props or changes to props will be listed in the guide.)- Ninnia’s breakfast tray for Ziles

Scene IV – CaughtThe entire stage will be used as the butler Fereton Ravington’s room. A wooden door can be placed at the point of the characters’ entrance to designate that area as the entrance/exit. All characters will enter and exit stage left. The props and decorations for Fereton Ravington’s room (such as furniture and minor decorations) can vary depending upon the decision of the stage crew. The necessary props for the scene are- Bed- Fereton Ravington’s black jacket- Wooden desk with (At least two) drawers. Various papers and books are scattered on the desk top and in the drawers. (Also in the drawers should be Ziles’s peafowl feather pen with silver, Ziles’s paper, and the potions book.)- Chair to accompany the desk-  Stack  of  Ziles’s  paintings  placed  underneath  the  bed  (These  paintings  should include Ziles’s night sky painting, his cat painting, and his pond painting from the very first scene.)
Scene V – The JacketThe stage should be set as the mansion dining room like the previous dining scene.  DA Agelle - Page   4  
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Stage entrance and exit directions will be identical also. Props such as silverware, food, and dishes will also be used. Changes and new props are listed below:- Blueberry pie for Ninnia Florett to serve- A few more chairs may be needed to seat the Ravington family- Any of Ziles’s paintings hanging will be switched to Fereton Ravington’s.

Scene VI – Master’s SurpriseSide Note: When writing the play this scene was added in case the play turned out shorter than expected. Overall it has a lesser role in the plot than the other scenes  and may be scratched if the play director chooses. (Beware however that Ziles refers back to it later in the script during Act III, Scene II!) Other  than a  container  of  ink no  new props  will  be  used in  this  scene.  (Ninnia  Florett’s breakfast tray will be re-used from Act II Scene III.  The key will also be needed. Other props include: peafowl feather pen, paper.)
Scene VII – DecodingThe entire stage is used as the mansion library. All characters enter and exit stage left.- Bookshelves with books- Sofa- Chairs- Side tables- Lamps- Desk (Containing ink, pen, and paper)- Glass vial for the Tyrevion potionOther common library items should also be included. Fereton Ravington’s jacket will be placed on the sofa near Calyss Ravington.

Act III Props and Instructions

Scene I – FreedomZiles’s  room will  be  set  exactly  as  in  the  previous  scenes.  There  is  no  need  for  room/hallway splitting and the entire stage may be used if preferred. - Ninnia Florett’s door key- The Tyrevion potion- The potions book
Scene II – Questions and AnswersAll  cast  members  enter  and  exit  stage  left.  The entire  stage  will  be  used as  the kitchen. The kitchen should include a table, chairs, counters, an icebox, and cabinets  for  dishes.  The  overall  kitchen  setup  (including  the  items  just  listed)  can  vary DA Agelle - Page   5  
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depending on the decisions of the stage crew. Items may be added or subtracted if they 1. Will not interfere with the plot of the play. 2. Are appropriate for the time era. The mandatory props for the scene are- Table- Chairs- Cupboards and drawers- The potions book- Ingredients and liquids for the potions. Mixing different juices and food coloring can make these. - Wooden box containing the empty small glass vial- Glass vial filled with a clear purple tinted liquid. Please note that hiding places for Ninnia Florett, Calyss, and Erix Ravington should be considered when selecting and placing furniture for the scene.

Scene III – Pardon Me, MasterThe entire scene takes place in the mansion dining room. It will be nearly identical  to the earlier dining scenes. Any paintings by Fereton Ravington are removed and Ziles’s night sky painting should be displayed. Ninnia enters stage left and exits in the same direction when fetching Ziles’s drink. All cast members exit stage right at  the end of the scene. Props needed are- Ziles’s night sky painting- Dining table and chairs- Food and drinks (The food and drinks appearing earlier in the play may be reused.)_____________________
*Alterations (Script, Characters, Guide, Props, etc.) – Further Information

1. Master  Manderdorke is  the  intellectual  property  of  me,  the  author  DA Agelle. Credit must be given to the author when performing or advertising a performance. 2. As previously stated in the guide introduction the play guide, script, and character list may be altered to suit director, cast, crew, and performance needs. Permission is granted for these changes to be made freely.  Some types of  alterations currently ALLOWED and NOT ALLOWED are listed below.
Permissible Alterations- Making slight stage, scene, props, or dialogue changes due to individual cast, crew, director, or stage needs.- Substituting props if the props listed are unavailable. - Slight alteration to the script for length purposes- Slight alterations to the script to encourage cast and crew creativity. (For example,  characters’ first names could be changed to names of the cast’s choosing!)- Receiving permission from the author before making major changes to the play DA Agelle - Page   6  
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Prohibited Alterations- Changing the name of the play- Making major changes to the script in a way which alters the plot- Adding scenes to the play that do not exist in the script- Changing the characters’ genders, last names, or overall role in the play.------------Those  who  violate  the  conditions  listed  above  will  be  subject  to  severe  zombie attacks for the rest of their natural and unnatural lives. No royalties are required to be paid to the author for performance._____________________

By DA AgelleFirst draft started May 5th 2010, completed June 10th, 2010Printed August 20, 2010----^---<@This play is dedicated to my wonderful friends in the amazing Mt. Pleasant High School Student Theater. 
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